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The Be Do Journal Well-Being from Well-Doing 

Section 2
What is the Be Do Journal?
The Be Do Journal consists of four short journals each taking no longer than about 5 
minutes to complete.

The four journals are:
1. Weekly Well-being Journal  Completed three times a week at the   

       beginning, middle and end. 

2. Morning Journal     Completed at the start of your day, everyday.

3. Evening Journal    Completed at the end of your day, everyday.

4. Meditation Journal   Completed after your last meditation, everyday.

The broad focus of the Be Do Journal is on general well-being and the objective is to 
improve the quality of your life by focusing on what you are doing. Remember, Well-being 
from Well doing.

Each journal offers a few simple questions directing you to engage with your thoughts, 
feelings and behaviours in a positive and productive way.

The answers require honesty, acceptance and non-judgment. All of 
which hone self-awareness, positive self-reflection and solutioning skills 
to bring about incremental growth.

So lets take a closer look at the Be Do Journal by going through a completed example. 
I’ve added some notes along the way give a bit more guidance but it is mostly self 
explanatory. 

There is a printable PDF version of this example in the course material as well as a blank 
copy of the Be Do Journal to get you started.

Graham Barrone
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